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Abstract
Coronary artery ectasia (CAE) is defined as the dilation of a segment of a coronary vessel
to at least 1.5 times the diameter of its normal adjacent segment. Mean platelet volume
(MPV) plays a role in acute coronary syndromes, with high MPV correlating to poor prognosis for acute thrombotic events and CAE. Several studies investigated the relationship
between MPV and CAE, resulting in conflicting results. These results led us to systematically review all studies investigating the relationship between MPV and ectatic heart diseases by performing a meta-analysis study in order to report a unified result. This
meta-analysis study investigated all case-control articles examining the relationship between MPV and CAE. All studies in the following databases published until January 31,
2018, were investigated: Science Direct, Scopus, PubMed, Google Scholar, and Web of
Science. Following a quality control evaluation, 14 articles, all of which were published
following studies performed in Turkey from 2007 to 2016, met the criteria for study
inclusion. After pooling the results from all of the articles, a total standardized mean difference (SMD) value of 0.584 (95% CI, 0.219, 0.95) was obtained using the D+L pooled
SMD, indicating a significant difference (P=0.002) between the two groups, with higher
MPV values in ectatic patients when comparing to healthy individuals. Therefore, increased MPV levels were significantly related to CAE, suggesting that platelets, with their
inflammatory and thrombotic activities, play a role in this disease. Therefore, anti-platelet
and anti-inflammatory therapies may be effective in treating CAE.
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INTRODUCTION
Coronary heart disease is a principal disabling factor in
industrialized societies and western countries. This disease
results in disability and the loss of an individuals’ productivity.
Although significant medical improvements have been made
with respect to the treatment of cardiac diseases, coronary
heart disease is still one of the largest causes of death in
western societies and in the world [1, 2]. Also known as
coronary artery aneurysm, coronary artery ectasia (CAE)
is defined as the dilation of a segment of a coronary vessel
at least 1.5 times the diameter of its normal adjacent segment.
When dilation involves the whole vessel, it is called ectasia
instead of aneurysmal disease [3, 4].
CAE is a form of coronary atherosclerosis associated with

risks of death and myocardial infarction. Currently, many
more cases of people with CAE are being identified. The
primary characteristics of CAE shown by angiography include impaired coronary flow, delayed coronary filling with
contrast media, the reciprocating motion of contrast media
(milking phenomenon), and retention of contrast media
within dilated coronary segments [5, 6].
According to the angiographic findings, 3% to 8% of patients with an atherosclerotic coronary artery suffered from
ectasia [7]. Precise CAE pathogenesis has not been established.
In 50% of cases, it has been attributed to atherosclerosis
based on shared links, but it has not been supported by
evidence currently provided through extensive lipidomic
profiling. Up to 20% of CAE cases are considered congenital
and 10% to 20% are associated with inflammatory diseases
or connective tissue diseases such as Ehlers-Danlos syndrome,
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Kawasaki disease, and polycystic kidney disease. A coronary
aneurysm is rarely seen after angioplasty or Takayesu arthritis
(TA). There is some evidence indicating that CAE may be
associated with inflammatory activities, but no consensus
has been achieved on how to manage CAE [5, 8].
Several factors are involved in causing coronary heart
disease, with both genetic and environmental factors regarded as contributory factors. Many risk factors for coronary
artery disease (CAD) have been reported, including hypertension, hyperlipidemia, increased age, male gender, CAD
family history, ethnicity, smoking, lack of physical activity,
emotional stress, obesity, metabolic syndrome, and insulin
resistance. However, they are alone incapable of explaining
the high prevalence of such diseases. Some people suffer
from CAD without having known risk factors present, while
others show these risk factors without having CAD. Further
research is required to identify additional risk factors. As
a result, some efforts are being made to search for new
risk factors or biomarkers that could improve the prediction
of cardiac diseases [9, 10].
Platelets play a complex physiological role, being important to health in addition to illnesses due to contributions
in hemostasis, inflammation, and tissue repair, as well as
congenital and acquired immunity. In addition, they play
an important role in the pathophysiology of cardiovascular
thrombosis and inflammation. One major factor associated
with CAD is platelet activation. Inflammatory mediators such
as interleukins 1, 3, and 6 increase megakaryocyte proliferation increasing the number of platelets. Increased platelet numbers can be a sign of inflammation and along with
activating thrombocytes can create a thrombosis-favoring
environment.
Platelets with dense granules are larger and more metabolically active. Effective markers of CAD are mean platelet
volume (MPV), platelet activation, uric acid, and gamma-glutamyl transferase (GGT) blood levels, all of which are valuable predictors for serious outcomes of acute coronary syndromes [11-13].
MPV is the mean volume of circulating platelets in femtoliters and suggests their function and activation, and they
play an important role in coronary heart disease pathophysiology. Increased MPV is metabolically and enzymatically associated with more active platelets and has a higher
effect on hemostasis compared to smaller, less active ones
[14, 15]. Increased MPV may be due to the production of
more precursors of larger platelets, in vivo swollen platelets,
and/or degeneration of smaller platelets; however, its mechanisms have not been clearly determined. Increased MPV
is associated with acute coronary syndrome, carotid artery
disease, deep venous thrombosis, slow coronary circulation
phenomenon, and coronary pulmonary and collateral vessel
embolism [11].
Many recent studies have investigated the relationship
between MPV and CAD. Based on performed studies, MPV
is involved in acute coronary syndromes and high levels
of MPV relate to poor prognosis for acute thrombotic events.
Additionally, atherosclerosis and cardiovascular risk factors
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are frequently associated with CAE [15].
Several studies have investigated the relationship between
MPV and CAE, obtaining no clear or precise results.
Investigating the results from a combination of 40 studies
performed around the world, a meta-analysis revealed that
the levels of MPV are higher in patients with cardiac diseases
than in healthy people [9]. However, there is some disagreement in regard to ectatic diseases, where higher levels of
MPV were shown for patients with cardiac diseases in some
studies when comparing to healthy individuals, while the
opposite was shown in other studies. Among these studies,
Keser et al. [16, 17] observed no significant differences between a group of ectatic patients and a group of healthy
people with respect to the levels of MPV. However, Sarli
et al. [12, 18] showed that there were significant differences
between the two groups.
There has been a significant amount of research examining
the role of MPV as a possible risk factor for ectatic heart
disease, with discordant results. Strong, weak, and no relationship between MPV and ectasia have been reported. These
conflicting results led us to systematically review all studies
investigating the relationship between MPV and ectatic heart
diseases by performing a meta-analysis study in order to
give an overall uniform result.

METHODS
Search strategy
This meta-analysis study investigated all case-control articles examining the relationships between MPV and CAE.
All studies in the following databases published until January
31, 2018, were investigated: Science Direct, Scopus, PubMed,
Google Scholar, and Web of Science. The mechanism of
searching for articles was largely implemented using a structured search for keywords, with all possible important combinations (mean platelet volumes or platelet volumes or inflammatory markers and coronary artery ectasia or coronary
disease). In addition, we examine all references of articles
published in this field.

Study selection and eligibility criteria
In the present study, two researchers performed the search
process independently. All articles related to the study objectives were compiled by checking the subject and/or abstract of the article, while unrelated ones were excluded.
Required information was collected from relevant articles
and their abstracts.

Study inclusion criteria
1) Case-control studies reporting mean values and standard
deviation for MPV for both case and control groups.
2) In situations where the findings of an article were
published under two different subjects by two different journals, one would be used which was published by the valid
one.
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Exclusion criteria
Ecological, cross-sectional, and case-control studies which
did not report mean values and standard deviation values
of MPV and/or such values of which were impossible to
calculate were excluded from the study.

Data extraction
After performing the final evaluation of the quality of
the articles, key information was obtained from a pre-prepared checklist. Such information included the numbers of
subjects in both case and control groups, mean age and gender
of the subjects, mean and standard deviation values of MPV,
the last name of responsible authors, year of publishing,
and the place where each study was performed. Extracted
data were entered into a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet and
the data were analyzed by Stata 12 software. Given the
results from heterogeneous studies using Cochran’s Q test

and the Higgins-Thompson’s I2 transformation, two fixed
and random effect models were used for continuous data
at the 95% confidence level in order for the data to be
analyzed. For continuous outcomes, the mean MPV difference between CAE and control groups were estimated for
each study and pooled using a standardized mean difference.
Funnel plots were used to evaluate publication bias, the
symmetry of which was examined by Egger’s and Begg’s
statistical tests.

RESULTS
A total of 14 articles met the inclusion and quality control
criteria for this study, all of which were published from
studies performed in Turkey from 2007 to 2016 (Fig. 1)
[11, 12, 15-26]. A total of 2,323 people were evaluated in

Fig. 1. Flow chart of study selection
process.

Table 1. The main characteristics of the included studies on the association of MPV and CAE.
Authors
Keser et al. [16]
Sarli et al. [12]
Ayhan et al. [17]
Varol et al. [18]
Hamur et al. [11]
Ozbek et al. [15]
Demir et al. [19]
Demir et al. [20]
Sen et al. [21]
Demir et al. [22]
Balta et al. [23]
Isik et al. [24]
Bitigen et al. [25]
Can et al. [26]

Publication year

Case No.

Control No.

Mean MPV case

2016
2013
2013
2009
2016
2016
2013
2014
2007
2013
2013
2012
2007
2016

126
117
50
366
51
117
50
84
67
126
53
75
23
61

76
76
28
160
50
70
30
30
55
122
67
96
30
67

9.8
8.6
8.1
9.2
9.2
11.14
8.5
8.8
8.4
9.8
8.76
8
10.9
7.5

SD MPV
case
1.2
1.2
0.8
1.1
1.6
1.13
1.01
0.2
0.95
3.8
0.64
0.8
2.1
0.9

Mean MPV
control
10
8.6
7.8
8.8
8.3
9.82
6.28
6.2
9.27
8.8
8.27
7.9
8.7
7.6

SD MPV
control
1.2
1.1
0.8
1.2
1.4
0.9
1.63
1.6
1.32
3.8
0.73
0.6
1.9
1.1

Abbreviations: MPV, mean platelet volume; SD, standard deviation.
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the mentioned studies, including 957 healthy individuals
[465 females (F) and 492 males (M)] with mean ages of
55±5.25 (for F) and 37±5.25 (for M) years and 1,366 patients
[610 females (F) and 748 males (M)] with mean ages for
females of 58±4.3 years and 58±4.3 years for males (Table 1).
Among the 14 studies investigated, the studies by Sen
et al. (2007) (95% CI, -1.138 to -0.399) and Demir et al.
(2014) (95% CI, 2.54 to 3.708) showed the lowest and highest
values of MPV SMD of -0.769 and 3.124, respectively [20,
21]. After pooling the results of all articles, a total SMD
value of 0.584 (95% CI, 0.219, 0.95) was obtained using
the D+L pooled SMD, indicating a significant difference
(P =0.002) between the two groups and higher MPV values
in the ectatic patient group in comparison with healthy
individuals (Table 2).
Considering the results reported for case and control
groups, values of MPV mean and standard deviation were

extracted from the various studies mentioned. Fixed and
random effect models were employed. Two indices, including
Cochran’s Q and I2 statistics, were used to examine heterogeneity among studies. Heterogeneity tests were administered to test the null hypothesis that groups had similar
MPV values. A heterogeneity effect was determined using
I2, which was conflicting among different studies and determined that internal study variations were due to heterogeneity rather than by chance. Values of I2 greater than
50 indicated the presence of heterogeneity among studies.
The present study employed the random effects method and
Der Simonian & Laird method, producing values of I2=94%
and P ＜0.001. A value of SMD was obtained at 0.58, indicating that the mean value of MPV was higher in the patient
group than in the normal, control group (P =0.002) (Fig. 2).

Table 2. Pooled results for 14 case-control studies association between MPV and CAE.
Study

Year

SMD

Keser et al. [16]
Sarli et al. [12]
Ayhan et al. [17]
Varol et al. [18]
Hamur et al. [11]
Ozbek et al. [15]
Demir et al. [19]
Demir et al. [20]
Sen et al. [21]
Demir et al. [22]
Balta et al. [23]
Isik et al. [24]
Bitigen et al. [25]
Can et al. [26]
D+L pooled SMD (overall)

2016
2013
2013
2009
2016
2016
2013
2014
2007
2013
2013
2012
2007
2016

-0.172
0
0.375
0.354
0.598
1.257
1.740
3.124
-0.769
0.263
0.708
0.144
1.106
-.099
0.584

95% CI
-0.457
-0.289
-.091
0.167
0.199
0.934
1.211
2.54
-1.138
0.013
0.337
-0.158
0.522
-0.446
0.219

Weight
0.113
0.289
0.841
0.541
0.997
1.58
2.268
3.708
-0.399
0.513
1.08
0.446
1.69
0.248
0.950

7.42
7.41
6.9
7.62
7.11
7.33
6.69
6.49
7.2
7.5
7.2
7.38
6.49
7.26
100

Abbreviations: CAE, coronary artery ectasia; MPV, mean platelet volume; SMD, standardized mean difference.

Fig. 2. Forest plot of the association
between MPV and CAE.
a)
Weights are from random effects
analysis.
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Using a meta-analysis method, we examined 14 case-control studies investigating the relationship between MPV and
CAE. This is the first study which examined mean differences
of MPV between individuals with CAE and healthy people.
Our results showed a higher value of MPV SMD (SMD=0.584
fL) for people with CAE compared to healthy controls (95%
CI, 0.219, 0.95).
In a meta-analysis study examining mean differences (MD)
between MPV and CAD, Sansanayudh et al. [9] obtained
results similar to ours, that is, SMD values of MPV were
significantly higher for CAD patients than those for healthy
individuals (unstandardized SMD of 0.70 fL; 95% CI, 0.55,
0.85).
Increased MPV can be associated with the production
of more precursors of larger platelets, in vivo swollen platelets, and/or degeneration of smaller platelets. However, its
precise mechanisms remain to be determined. Different cardiovascular diseases such as acute myocardial infarction,
acute ischemic stroke, preeclampsia, and acute renal stenosis
have exhibited increased MPV levels. High MPV levels are
also associated with poor prognosis in acute thrombotic
events. Atherosclerosis and cardiovascular risk factors are
also frequently associated with CAE [15, 21].
Increasing platelet volume in parallel with increasing enzymatic and metabolic activities result in an increase in
thromboxane A2 and B2 relative to the volume and an increase in glycoprotein IIb-IIa emergence. Platelet accumulation is increased by adenosine diphosphate and decreased
by prostacyclin. Active platelets are larger and denser, containing alpha granules which themselves contain platelet

factor 4, P-selectin, and platelet-derived growth factor,
which act as mitogenic factors in neointimal proliferation
and cause inflammatory cell adhesion, platelet accumulation,
and thrombosis [22].
Not surprisingly, theories on the origin of ectasia relate
to the vascular endothelium and biological characteristics
of arterial walls although coronary ectatic disease shows
similar histopathological characteristics to that of coronary
atherosclerosis. However, the specific mechanism causing
abnormal dilation of ectatic vessels is unknown. Histologically, ectatic segments show vast atherosclerotic changes
and degeneration of the media layer of vascular walls. More
than 50% of patients with ectasia show comorbidity with
coronary atherosclerosis disease, suggesting that coronary
ectasia is a form of CAD, but some collagenous, connective
tissue, and vasculitis disease also exits. Coronary ectasia disease increases patient disability and mortality rates through
mechanisms that include slow coronary flow, coronary vasospasm, dissection, and thrombus formation [21].
Varol et al. found results similar to ours in their study
aimed at assessing MPV in patients with CAE (N=366) and
compared patients with a healthy (control) group (N=160).
They obtained significantly higher MPV values for the case
group with CAE than those for the control group (P ＜0.001;
9.2±1.1 fL vs. 8.8±1.2 fL, respectively). They also specified
that the number of platelets in CAE patients was lower
than that of controls, as opposed to the results of prior studies
where authors found no significant differences in the number
of platelets between ectatic groups and controls. MPV is
inversely related to the number of platelets, which was suggested to be due to consumption of small platelets and compensatory production of large ones.
Intravascular thrombosis of ectatic vessel segments results
in platelet consumption and their reduced number, and in
turn, stimulates the bone marrow to produce larger platelets.
Such increased MPV, which reflects activity variations and
accumulation of platelets, is observed in patients only with
coronary ectasia. As a result, microvascular disorders and

Fig. 3. Publication bias estimated by the Begg’s test.

Fig. 4. Publication bias estimated by the Egger’s test.

Begg’s test and Egger’s test were used and the results
showed that the majority of the studies were within the
funnel range and there was no bias in the reports (Fig. 3, 4).

DISCUSSION
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increased activity of platelets can lead to thrombus formation
in ectatic patients. Elevated MPV levels suggest that, due
to increased platelet activity, ectatic patients are at a high
risk for acute coronary events. In this regard, studies place
an emphasis on anti-platelet treatments [18].
With the aim of assessing platelet volume indices in patients with CAE, Hamur et al. [11] (2016) performed a study
consisting of 51 patients with CAE and 50 healthy controls,
which was a smaller study in comparison with that of the
study performed by Varol et al. [18], where MPV values
were significantly higher in the CAE group than those in
the control group (P ＜0.05; 9.2 vs. 8.3). However, in the
Hamur et al. study results from multivariate analyses reported
no significant relationship between MPV values and CAE
[odds ratio for MPV (0.318-2.336 fL); 95% CI; P =0.769, 0.861]
[11, 18].
Although many studies identified GGT, uric acid, and
MPV as being associated with CAE, their sample size was
so small that definitive relationships between these markers
and CAE could not be extrapolated. Therefore, extant evidence of relationships between CAE and these markers in
weak [12].
Thrombotic particles inside ectatic end segments of coronary vessels which are embolized because of variations in
blood viscosity, activation of the coagulation system, platelet
activation, and circulation shift from laminar to turbulent
flow within ectatic segments are responsible for causing ischemia and infarction in CAE cases. Reduced velocity and
changed patterns of coronary blood flow within dilated segments, as with variations in platelet activity can accelerate
thrombus formation [25].
MPV helps to differentiate hyperdestructive thrombocytopenia such as idiopathic thrombocytopenic purpura from
hypo-productive thrombocytopenia because its levels are
higher in the former than that of the latter [27].
Ozbek et al. [15] (2016) investigated the relationship between MPV and severity of CAE by performing a case-control
study on 117 patients and 70 healthy controls. Results of
their study indicated that MPV values were significantly
higher in the CAE group than those in the control group
(P ＜0.001; 11.14±1.13 fL vs 9.82±0.90 fL). In addition, results
from multiple logistic regression analysis (P ＜0.01; OR=
3.555; 95% CI; MPV, 2.282-5.538) indicated that MPV acts
as an independent predictor of CAE, increasing the chance
of affliction by 3.5 times.
Ozbek et al. [15] concluded that both MPV and red blood
cell distribution width (RDW) increased with CAE and MPV
and were positively correlated. High MPV was related to
CAE severity. For example, MPV greater than 10.85 fL reflected the presence and severity of CAE and high MPV
levels indicated the necessity of a more invasive anti-platelet
treatment for CAE patients.
Increased MPV is in parallel with shorter bleeding time
and elevated plasma levels of thromboxane B2. High MPV
values are a reliable marker of increased platelet activity.
Larger platelets have more stored granules and receptors
and adhere more rapidly compared to smaller platelets. Thus,
Blood Res 2018;53:269-275.
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platelets activity is represented more accurately by their
larger size rather than their count [28, 29].

CONCLUSIONS
Based on the findings of the present research, increased
levels of MPV are significantly related to CAE, suggesting
that platelets as well as inflammatory and thrombotic activities, play a role in this disease. Additionally, anti-platelet
and anti-inflammatory treatments may be effective in treating CAE.
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